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Stanley Edward Ayling, John Wesley. Nashville: Abingdon, 1980.
350 pp. $10.95.

"I do not think ... that an apology is required for another life of
Wesley," so states the author in his Preface. The enthusiasm with which
Ayling sets out to establish his contention that John Wesley is the "single
most influential Protestant leader of the English-speaking world since the
Reformation" permeates the story as he weaves the warp and woof of the
design by alternating between the familiar assessments of Wesley, ex
tensive and lively quotations from his voluminous writings, and the
author's own critique and evaluation of him against his present un
derstanding of eighteenth century England. His style makes possible a
revelation of certain inner dynamics of the man and the movement which
have not been visible to suchan extent in the former "lives." Earlier
biographers surrounded Wesley with a "reverential aura" which shielded
him and the movement from the kind of openness our times demand.

.The theological climate (Calvinism and Rationalism) and the
multifarious religious movements (Pietism, Quietism, Latitudinarianism,
Stillness, Mysticism, etc.) from which the Wesleyan revival was in
fluenced and toward which its renewal efforts were directed are given
concise treatment by the author. More extensive knowledge of the content
of the religious and theological language of the tirfle is needed if one is to
benefit from his assessment of them upon Wesley and the revival. His
treatment of the movements making up the religious climate of that time
could be brought into one section and thereby strengthen his claim that
eighteenth century England was not an age of irreligion and enlightened
scepticism as often described but that "religion was still almost as
powerful an element in the cultural and political life of the nation as it had
been for the two preceding centuries. "

It is refreshing to find a treatment of Wesley in which the author is
not trying to recreate Epworth's most distinguished citizen as a genuine
mystic, a post-Lutheran, a Roman Catholic in spirit, one who is "just a
hair's breadth from Calvin, " or one by whom Calvinism was brought to
an end. Ayling does not attempt to put him into a specific camp. He is
more concerned to show the influence and importance of the
organizational ability of Wesley as he structured channels for the spread
of the grace of God to the needs of eighteenth century England. It is
claimed that the lack of this factor rendered the efforts of the other
religious movements fruitless and ineffectual while the Methodist
societies flourished because of its organization. .

Ayling's indebtedness to V. H. H. Green is acknowledged and quite
evident in his treatment of Wesley until his period in Georgia. Even his
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chapter headings betray the strong impact of Green's work upon him.
The concluding chapter, " ...to the Last Posterity, " reflects the influence
of Green's Epilogue but is an advancement in that he contrasts the claims
made for Wesley's influence against a more realistic and accurate un
derstanding of the century than has been done by others. Herein is part of
the work's importance.

This reviewer continues to look for the author who will find it
necessary to go beyond the traditional imaging of the "authoritarian
Wesley" to deal specifically with the question of authority and its locus in
Christian life as perceived by Wesley which provided the dynamics of the
revival. The theological climate and the religious movements diust be
considered against the question of authority or they remain merely
academic. Ayling could strengthen his work with such a section.

While one segment of the Christian church attempts to guarantee the
continued influence of certain figures in its past through the process of
canonization, renewal of interest in and the influence of John Wesley has
come about by those, certainly Ayling is among them, who have rescued
him from the robes of "sainthood" in which former generati~ns clothed
him and are now providing him with a human existence which gives the
grace of God a channel through which to call humanity to the wholeness
(perfection) of life in Christ Jesus.
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- R. Kenneth Lile
Louisville, Kentucky

Glendell A. Jones, Jr., Mid the Pine Hills of East Texas: The Methodist
Centennial History of Lon Morris College. Published by Lon Morris
College, Jacksonville, Texas 75766. $7.50.

Dr. Jones was on the faculty of Lon Morris College when this book
was written. He has traced the history of several early schools in East
Texas, some of which were predecessors of Lon Morris. In fact, the story
of these various schools that preceded Lon Morris, and some of whi«h had
a seemingly tenuous connection, is an intricate one, and yet the author
has provided abundant detail for his topic. He also indicates the various
social and political conditions that affected the college along its pathway.

The book is dedicated to Dr. and Mrs. Cecil E. Peeples in
recognition of their outstanding service during the presidency of Dr.
Peeples from 1935 to 1973. The school is the last surviving Methodist
junior college west of the Mississippi River, and now has a fine plant,
good faculty and excellent leadership, and is in perhaps the best condition
it has ever been.

- Walter N. Vernon
Nashville, Tennessee




